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STRUB Monafix Cockpit Clean matt 
 
Cockpit and plastic preserver 
 
Art.-No.  33725 
 

 
Description 
STRUB Monafix Cockpit Clean matt is a solvent-free, matt-glossy plastic cleaner with antistatic and 
preservative effect. STRUB Monafix Cockpit Clean matt is physiologically harmless and kind to the skin. Cleans, 
preserves and maintains all plastic parts in the car and brings fresh scent into the cockpit. Regenerates the 
surface and has a dirt-repellent effect. Can be used on all plastics which are exposed to UV rays (sun), smoke, 
fumes. 
 
Application 
For new and brittle plastic parts inside the car such as cockpit, side and seat trim, tires, etc. Suitable for all 
new and used cars. 

Shake STRUB Monafix Cockpit Clean matt vigorously before use, then spray onto a lint-free cloth and apply 
evenly. After rubbing dry, a durable gloss/matt shine with dirt-repellent effect is produced. 

 

Note 
Do not spray on the steering wheel, risk of slipping. Contains silicone. Not suitable for use in paint shops. 
The front and side windows or steering wheel soiled by the treatment can be easily cleaned with diluted 
STRUB Car Window Cleaner EF. 

 
Transport 
ADR/SDR   No dangerous goods 
 
Disposal  
LVA VeVA / EAK:   07 06 01 


